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Discover the joys of nature, seasons, family—and the vibrant colors of them all—in this lyrical
picture book from the author of the acclaimed Blue on Blue.A child is on a colorful journey
through the seasons, filled with yellow flowers and blue coral in spring and summer and orange
pumpkins and green pine forests in fall and winter. All the while, there is another colorful change
on the horizon—the birth of a new sibling.With gentle, rhyming text and vivid artwork, this book
is a heartfelt celebration of family, nature, seasons, colors, and the wonder and magic of them all.
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Bookgirl, “Simple Beauty. After Mo Willems completed his pandemic "Lunch Doodles" series for
children this spring, he challenged participants to seek out a book by an author previously
unknown to them. This was my find.Dianne White and Felicita Sala's "Green on Green" guides
readers through the cycle of seasons, with an emphasis on color. The simple, rhythmic text feels
fresh, and the illustrations, which center around a family of color, are lush and soothing. While
the words describe the natural landscape in flux, I love the parallel story that the pictures tell of a
mother rounding out with child as the seasons change, culminating in a birth that coincides with
seedlings pushing through the frozen ground in early spring.I'm glad I took a chance on this
beautiful book. 4.5 stars.”

Yvona, “A sensual feast. With beautiful rhyme and rhythm, this lyrial book describes the vibrant
colors of the seasons – shades of yellow for spring, blue for summer, brown for fall and white for
winter. The illustrations tell a parallel story of family, culminating with the birth of a new baby just
when winter ends and seedlings come up in early spring. A feast for the senses.”

James Roberts, “Colors through the seasons. Wonderfully warm book with big, colorful
illustrations. Not so much a story, but more of a beautiful narration of the color changes nature
undergoes through all four seasons. A great book to read along with a little one, as the illustrator
packs a lot into each page. A book a child will read and re-read and discover something new
each time. With easy reading and rhyming text, this book took me back to my own childhood.”

Ann, “Gorgeous, gentle picture book for all ages. Green on Green is a sensory, rhythmic poem to
the seasons, the passage of time, and all that grows and changes. Felicita Sala's illustrations are
expansive and rich. This is such a pleasure to share with a young reader (or non-reader) and will
lull both reader and lap-sitter into gentle contemplation of life itself.”

J., “Get it for the illustrations. The illustrations are really beautiful and capture each of the four
seasons. The text is lyrical and poetic.”

Nicole Welch, “Love. Such a beautiful book. We love the story and the illustrations are stunning.”

J, “Love. Love this book so much, especially the illustrations are beautiful and each pages are
connected together to the end. My 2 years old baby read it everyday.”

Red Canoe Reader, “A gentle story about the seasons of a family’s quiet country life. 4.5 stars!
Thank you to the author and @blue_slip_media for the review copy of this book. All opinions are
my own.This is a gentle story about the seasons of a family’s quiet country life in the rolling hills
by the sea. We are offered a glimpse of the wonders and joys of their everyday world.The richly



colored illustrations add depth to the lovely words of Dianne White’s poem. Beginning with the
lush end papers, you follow this young family through the seasons of their year. You’ll see the
colors, feel the air and hear the sounds. You’ll want to join the young boy as he jumps in rain
puddles, runs on the beach and tastes the apples from the tree. You, too, will marvel at the
beauty of the snow and feel the amazement of the first flowers of spring. In fact, everytime you
read this story, you and your little one will find something new to talk about. It’s available in stores
and your library beginning today! Be sure and add it to your list. This is one you’ll remember!”

H, “Beautiful book, gorgeous illustrations. Recommend. This is a gorgeous book.”

N. C., “Beautiful book. This is a gorgeous book. My 2.5 year old and seven year old both enjoy
the pictures and prose. We read it all the time.”

Anan, “Good Book . Really like ”

The book by Dianne White has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 127 people have provided feedback.
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